
Linux Return Code 143
Execution of 'db2fmcu -d' may terminate with return code 143. Following will be A fix is available. DB2
Version 9.7 Fix Pack 10 for Linux, UNIX, and Windows. bin/bash case "$(1)" in resume/thaw) # kill the
fancontrol service, because the fan /etc/pm/sleep.d/51_fancontrol.sh resume suspend: Returned exit code
143.

143 usually means the application caught a SIGTERM signal,
meaning the process was killed. This could be because another
process killed it.
Exit code 143 means that the program received a SIGTERM signal to instruct it to exit, but it did not handle
the signal properly. This is almost always due. That is a problem if the actual server process is spawned by a
shell script, as is handler for SIGTERM causes the process to terminate with exit code 143). 2014-11-12
12:52:15.980 14417 ERROR neutron.agent.linux.daemon (-) Error while handling pidfile: Exit code: 1
DeviceListRetrievalError: Unable to retrieve port details for devices: set((u'19bc0777-d655-4fa4-b143-
82e9d5b58b4c'.
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84 * 85 * Opcode checker based on code by Richard Brunner. 117 return
(instr_lo & 0xC) == 0x4, 118 case 0xF0: 119 /* 0xF0, 0xF2, 0xF3 are valid then
143 * do not ignore the fault: 144 */ 145 if (error_code & PF_INSTR) 146 return
0, 147. 1550 at drivers/gpu/drm/drm_ioctl.c:143 drm_setversion+0x185/0x190
(drm)() + return nvidia_frontend_ioctl(file-_f_path.dentry-_d_inode, file, cmd,
i_arg), list of extensions and also, if they could fix the problem with the "code
tag". +++ nvidiapkg-x86_64/kernel/nv-linux.h 2015-02-12 01:51:02.970903382 -
0500

#143. Closed. iggyB opened this Issue on Nov 6, 2014 · 4 comments 2014-11-06
15:36:15,007 (ERROR) Exiting pbtranscript with return code 1.
/install/smrtanalysis_2.3.0.140936/analysis/bin/wgs-8.1/Linux-amd64/bin/runCA
line 5. Overview These release notes support Cumulus Linux 2.2 and describe
currently shown below where an unreachable route is being added, the return
code is: RN-143, TERR/RFCS seen when switching direction from 40G ingress.
So, why should that program cause bash to exit with such status?and what else i
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can Code: //ctrl + c. exit status 143 was not directly or exactly mentioned.

Below are some of the NetBackup status error
codes from Status Code 136 to Status Code 145
which may be received while using privileges (on
Windows) or root privileges (on UNIX and Linux)
and retry the NetBackup status code: 143
at
com.atlassian.stash.scm.BaseCommand.callExitHandler(BaseCommand.java:143)
~(stash-spi-2.12.1.jar:na) ProcessException: Non-zero exit code: 128. avoid any
sub-shell interpretation # of the exit code git config alias.sigterm "!exec test-
sigchain" && test_expect_code 143 git sigterm three two one error: exec.
Discussion in 'Plesk 12.x for Linux' started by iainh, Dec 13, 2014. Now what I
should get back is an error as the attempt to connect with SSLv2 should fail as it's
an excluded protocol, but instead what I get back is the Verify return code: 18
(self signed certificate) openssl s_client -connect x.x.x.x:143 -starttls imap -tls1 at
which point I get this error message: /etc/grub.d/05_debian_theme: 143:
/etc/kernel/postinst.d/zz-update-grub exited with return code 2 Failed. The
problem seems to with linux-image-3.13.0-33-generic, you have to remove it.
Summary: /usr/include/GL/glxext.h:480:143: error: 'GLintptr' has not been
declared I too ran into this bug when trying to install opencascade for freecad on
Arch linux. I added the following typedefs to a section of code that had been
added. Certificate management on LINUX hosts on the other hand has always
been a swamp of "Verify return code: 19 (self signed certificate in certificate
chain)" message. openssl s_client -starttls imap -connect imap.example.com:143 -
crlf.

samples/shell.cc:143 143 bool first = true, (gdb) bt #0 Print (args=. or q _return_
to quit--- entry=0xf5234980 "/360O-/351/020/213", _incomplete sequence.



Dettagli: Categoria: Linux: Pubblicato: 14 Dicembre 2014: Ultima modifica: 14
/usr/lib/vmware-converter/installGrub.sh failed with return code: 127, and
/usr/lib/vmware-converter/installGrub.sh: line 143: /mnt/p2v-src-root: Is a
directory.

Primary Linux Admin at University of Illinois Library IT: apache, tomcat return
codes: 102 Error code: 143, Number aprun return codes: 1479. Error code: 2.

The first time, I got the above error while second time, I got the error below. Exit
code is 143 Container exited with a non-zero exit code 143 Counters: FAILED:.

Although Linux-based, Ubuntu is a bit different than its RPM based brothers.
/usr/lib/vmware-converter/installGrub.sh failed with return code: 127, and
/usr/lib/vmware-converter/installGrub.sh: line 143: /mnt/p2v-src-root: Is a
directory '. How to achieve a requirement to execute a shell script resides in
remote host with the Oozie Shell Action "Exit code of the Shell command 143"
Any clues ? lib/gcc/x86_64-redhat-linux/4.4.7/././.
include/c++/4.4.7/exception_ptr.h:143:13: error:
/home/bryan/code/evidion/src/main.cpp:54:3: error: use of undeclared. Code: ls
/var/vmail mailfilters. I have checked the connectivity everything is ok. (1
references) target prot opt source destination RETURN all -- (anywhere)/0 Port
8080 (ISPConfig) seems NOT to be listening (WARN) Port 143 (IMAP server).

If the provided address is 184 * too long an error code of -EINVAL is returned.
343 * Note that another thread may close file descriptor before we return 344.
Interactively edit. See Is tclsh or wish suitable as a login shell The error code is in
$errName, and a # human-readable message is in $msg. ) ) ) DKF: From. But I'm
unable to get the exit code of the spawned process to main script. bin/bash export
tmp_script_file="/home/anr/tmp_script_temp.sh" cp killing a process echo
according to the answer in this post i should get 143 when sending.
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FAILED: An error occurred during the conversion: 'GrubInstaller::InstallGrub: /usr/lib/vmware-
converter/installGrub.sh failed with return code: 0, and message: /usr/lib/vmware-converter/installGrub.sh:
line 143: /mnt/p2v-src-root: In case of live Linux sources, Converter uploads a sysinfo utility to gather the
OS.
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